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1. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to give an appropriate description of “nice concrete 
functors” such that “algebraic” as well as “topological” functors and their composi- 
tions are included. Moreover, one should be able to prove all common properties of 
these functors. The means to get such a description is the concept of relative 
factorizations. In [ 1 l] Herrlich proved the existence of two kinds of factorizations of 
morphisms X + PA where P: A + X is a given functor. This concept was generalized 
in [29] and extended from morphisms to cones over a fixed diagram category in [3 11. 
In the case of an identical functor this is nothing but the image factorization of 
morphisms resp. cones in a category (cp. [7,24] and references there). 
A special kind of these relative factorizations of cones was implicitly used to 
introduce the different notions of topological functors which are based on a cate- 
gorical treatment of initiality and finality: Cp. Brtimmer [3], Hotiann [ 151, 
Wischnewsky [37,38], Wyler [40,41] (earlier or related investigations can be found 
in [l, 9,20,22,25,28]; mostly based on Wyler’s papers are [4,6,23,27,29]). The. 
first explicit use of cone factorizations to introduce a generalized type of topological 
functors appeared in Herrlich’s paper [ 121. On the other and, Herrlich [ 131 has also 
used cone factorizations to describe an “algebraic” type of functors. In both papers 
all cones are allowed to be large so that any smallness conditions are superfluous. 
Extending his relative cone factorization to arbitrary diagram categories the author 
introduced the notion of an (orthogonal )M-functor [32, 331 which includes both 
“algebraic” and “topological” functors. A related notion was introduced by Hong 
WI . 
But there are some reasons to generalize this notion once more. Topological 
functors are self-dual [15,253, i.e. they can be equivalently described by initiality or 
finality. Hoffmann [16] proved a duality theorem even for Herrlich’s generalized 
topological functors using so called semi-identifying lifts (cp. [S, 10, 30, 421 for 
related notions). Semi-topological functors as introduced in this paper generalize 
-functors just so far such that they allow both an initial and a final characterization. 
This is the only justification for the name “semi-topological”. 
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Semi-topological functors arise everywhere: All types of topological functors 
treated in the papers mentioned before are semi-topological; monadic functors over 
Ens and regular functors [131 are semi-,topological; wellbounded categories [39] and 
locally presentable categories [8] admit a semi-topological functor into some power 
of Ens. Semi-topological functors have all the nice lifting properties one can expect. 
(In this paper we only prove “internal” lifting properties; for external ones see [36]). 
Furthermore they can be externally characterized in the language of 2-categories; 
this will be outlined in [35]. The main results of this paper are the generalized 
“Duality Theorem” 3.1 (already announced in [34]), the characterization Theorem 
6.3 (which generalizes corresponding results of Herrlich [12] and Hoffmann [17]) 
and the representation theorem 8.3, which was proved at first “directly” by M.B. 
Wischnewsky and the author during the meeting on “Kategorien” in Oberwolfach 
1977. The essentially new proof 3.2 of faithfulness of semi-topological functors was 
inspired by discussions with R. Biirger. The method used there leads also to the 
useful Corollary 6.4 and will be worked out in [2]. Besides M.B. Wischnewsky and R. 
Borger I am indebted to D. Pumpliin and G. Greve for some useful discussions on the 
subject of this paper. 
2, Semi-initial and semi-final lift&s 
Let P: A-, X be a functor. A P-cone is a triple (X, 5, D), where X is an object in X, 
D is a diagram in A (i.e., a functor D: ID + A, D any category) and 5: AX + P 0 D is a 
natural transformation (A = AD always denotes the canonical functor into a functor 
category). Often, for brevity, we call 6 a P-cone. Cone(P) denotes the “class” of all 
P-cones. Reversing the direction of 6 one gets the notion of a P-co-cone and the 
“class” Co-Cone(P). In case D = 1 (one point category), P-cones can be presented as 
pairs (x, A), where A is an object of A and x : X + PA is a morphism in X. They form 
the class Mar(P) of so called P-morphisms. Dually one gets the class Co-Mar(P) of 
P-co-morphisms. An object of X can be regarded as a P-cone or a P-co-cone over 
the empty category 8. 
efinition. Let 6: AX + P 0 D be a P-cone. A P-semi-initial lifting of 5 consists 
of a P-morphism e: X + PA and an A-cone a! : AA + D with 
0 * (P 0 NW = 5, 
such that condition (SI) holds: 
(SU 
For all P-co-morphisms y : PB +X and A-cones 
/3: AI3 + D with t(Ay) = P 0 p there is a unique 
morphism 6: B -) with ey = Pb and cw( 
ften we call (*) a P-semi-initial factorization of 6. If e ca3 be chosen as an 
isomorphism (identity morphism). a is called a (proper) P-initial lifting of 6 
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Fig. 1. 
A factorization (*) of 5 is called rigid, if condition (R) holds: 
(R) 
For all endomorphisms t: A +A with (Pt) e = e 
and cu(At) = cy one has t = A. 
2.2. Rennarks. (1) Condition (SI) is fulfilled, if in (*) Q!: AA + D can be chosen as a 
P-initial cone, i.e. ar is a P-initial lifting of P 0 cy : APA + P 0 D. 
(2) Condition (R) is fulfilled, if in (*) e: X + PA can be chosen as a P-epimor- 
phism, i.e. for all f, g: A + C the equation (Pf)e = (Pg)e implies f = g. 
(3) For every functor, all P-morphisms x:X + PA have a trivial rigid P-semi- 
initial factorization: x = (PA)x. 
To illustrate the notions in 2.1 we restrict ourselves here to two characteristic 
examples. 
2.3. Examples. (1) L*et P: Tog-, Ens be the forgetful functor of the category of 
topological spaces and let 5: AX + P 0 D be a P-cone. Then there is a coarsest 
topology on the set X making all mappings X + Dd, d E Ob D, continuous. In this 
way one gets a space A and a P-initial cone Q! : AA + D with P 0 a! = 6. In particular, 
is a rigid P-semi-initial factorization. 
(2) Let P: Grp-, Ens the forgetful functor of the category of groups and let 
x : X + A be a mapping from a set to a group. Then its factorization over the subgroup 
(im x) of A generated by im x yields a rigid P-semi-initial factorization of x. In case 
of a small P-cone 5: AX + P 0 D (D: b+ &p, D small) it suffices to factorize 
the induced mapping x: X + & Dd. If 6 is an arbitrary P-cone one first has to 
factorize all mappings [d: X + Dd and then to choose a representative s t {fi: X + 
(im ([di))li E I}, which reduces [ to a small P-cone 6’. In general, this procedure is 
treated in 7.5. 
The usefulness oi semi-initial iftings is demonstrated already by the followin 
lemma. 
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2.4. Limit Lemma. Let (*) be a rigid P-semi-initial lifting of a limit-cone 5, then a! is a 
limit-cone and e an isomorphism of X. 
Proof. The limit property of 6 gives us a unique morphism y: PA +X with s(Ay) = 
P 0 CZ. Necessarily we have ye =X and, by (SI), there is a morphism t: A + A with 
Pt = ey and Q! (At) = a. Because of (R), t must be an identity morphism, and therefore 
e is an isomorphism. Hence LY is a P-initial lifting of a limit-cone and so a limit-cone 
itself (cp. [12, 311). 
2.5. Definition. Let 5: POD *AX be a P-co-cone. A P-semi-final lifting of 4 
consists of a P-morphism e : X + PA and an A-co-cone (Y :D -, AA with 
( ) ** (Be)6 = P 0 a, 
such that condition (SF) holds: 
(SF) 
For all P-morphisms y: X + PB and A-co-cones 
p: D + AB with (Ay) e = P 0 p there is a unique 
morphism t: A + B with (Pt)e = y and (At)cu = ~3. 
Fig. 2. 
Often we call (**) a P-semi-final prolongation of 6. If e can be chosen as an 
isomorphism (identity morphism), a! is called a (proper) P-final rifting of & 
2.6. Remarks. (1) “Final” is the dual notion of “initial”, but “semi-final” is not 
dual to “semi-initial”. The duaJ notions are “co-semi-initial” and “co-semi-final”. 
(2) Obviously, a P-semi-final prolongation of an P-co-cone is uniquely deter- 
mined up to a canonical isomorphism, whereas a P-cone can have many different 
rigid P-semi-initial factorizations. 
(3) A P-morphism e: X + PA is called a P-quotient, if it appears in some P-semi- 
final prolongation, i.e. there is a P-co-cone 5: P 0 D + 4X and a cone Q! : D + BA with 
(**) and (SF). Let us consider the following subclasses of Mar(P): 
Iso := {(e, A) 1 e is an isomorphism of 
Quot(P) := {(e, A) 1 (e, A) is a P-quotient}, 
@i(P) := {(e, A) 1 (e, A) is a P-epimorphism} (cp. 2.2(2)). 
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FW P faithful we then have the inclusions 
Iso(P& Quot(P) c Epi(P). 
Again we consider our two basic examples 2.3: 
. Examples. (1) For P: Top -, Ens let 5: P 0 D + AX be a P-co-cone. Then there 
is a finest topology on X making all mappings Dd +X, d E ObD, continuous. So we 
have a proper P-final lifting of 5 which, in particular, yields a P-semi-final prolon- 
gation of [. 
(2) In case Grp-, Ens form the free group FX on X and consider the smallest 
congruence relation - on FX such that all mappings Dd +bFXf- lecor?ie 
homomorphisms. Then the canonical map) X + FX/- gives a P-semi-final prolon- 
gation of & 
2.8. Co-Limit Lemma. Let (**) be a P-semi-final lifting of a co-limit-co-cone 5, 
then so is ct. In general, e is not an isomorphism in X. 
Proof. Straightforward, using property (SF). Co-limits are not necessarily preserved 
by P, hence e is not an isomorphism in general. 
The fundamental connection between semi-initial and semi-final liftings is given 
by the following lemma, which we shall use later. 
AX 
AP 
0 
Ax I 
4 I 
Pou 
Fig. 3. 
2.9. Diagonal-Lemma. In the commutative diagram of Fig. 3 let (p, A) be a P- 
quotient (cp. 2.6(3)) and let (P 0 CL) (Aq) =: 6 be a P-semi-initial factorization. Then 
there xists a unique morphism t:A + B with (Pt)p = qx and p (At) = cy. 
Proof. By definition, there exists a P-co-cone 6: P 0 C + AX and an 
y:C+AA with 4:: W p + A such that (Ap) 6 = P 0 y is a P-semi-final prolongation. 
Because of (SI). for all c E ObC there is a unique PC: cc -3 B with qx (cc) = P& an 
p(A&) = a (Aye). So we get an A-co-cone @ : C + AB with (Aq) (Ax) g = P 0 
therefore, bacause of (S , a unique morphism t: A + 3 with (Pt)p = qx an 
/3. Now the luation p t) = a and the uniqueness of t is proved canoni 
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3. The generalized “Duality Theorem” 
Fundamental for the definition of semi-topological functors is the following 
theorem generalizing the well known “Duality Theorem” for topological functors 
(cp. [IS, 251; see 4.3 below). 
3.1. Theorem. Let P: A + X be a functor and let Q c Mar(P) be a subclass. Then the 
folio wing assertions are equivalent: 
(i) Every P-cone 5 has a rigid P-semi-initial lifting (*) with (e, A) E Q. 
(ii) Every P-co-cone 6 has a P-semi-final lifting (**) with (e, A) E Q. 
Pn order to prove this theorem we need first the following lemma. 
3.2. Lemma. Each of the conditions (i) and (ii) implies that P is faithful. 
Proof. (i). Let f, g: A + B be _%-morphisms with Pf = Pg and f # g. Consider the 
I-indexed discrete P-cone (PA, xi, Bi; i E I) with I := Mar(A) and 
Bi := B, xi := Pf: PA + PBi for all i E I 
and form a P-semi-initial factorization 
(Pai)e = Xi, ai:C+Bi foralliE1. 
The class K := {h : A + C 1 aih E {f, g} for all i E I} is not empty: In Fig. 4, take all bi to 
be f and apply (SI). Hence there exists a surjection (T: I + K (take o/K to be idK and 
V/I - K to be constant) and we can define 
PC 
Pa 
i 
PB 
i 
Fig. 4. 
h := 
f in C8St! aia(i) = g, 
g in case aicr(i) = f- 
Application of (SI) yields an h : A + C with aih = bi for all i E I. 
Hence we have a j E with h = a(j) and the contradiction 
a,u( j) = f 1LI, a,&) = g. 
-indexed iscrete P-co-cone (PB, xi, Ai ; i E 
as before i?nd proceed in an absolutely analogous way as above. 
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3.3. Proof of the theorem. (i) + (ii). Let 5: P 0 D -, AX be a P-co-cone and consider 
the category 6 whose objects are all P-morphisms (x, B), such that there is a co-cone 
p: D + AB with (Ax)6 = P 0 p; because of 3.2 p is uniquely determined and denoted 
by &,Ba A morphism fi (x, B) + (y, C) is given by an -morphism f: B -+ C with 
(Pf)x = y. We have a canonical functor 6: 6 + A and a P-cone I: dX + P 0 d with 
[(x, B) = x for all (x, B) E Ob 6, which has a rigid P-semi-initial factorization 
(&) (P 0 ii) = 8 with e: X -+ PA in Q. Now, for every d E ObD, we define 
&x, B) := ,f?x,Bd for all (x, B) E Ob6, and get an A-cone &: ADd + L? because of 
3.2. Furthermore, we have l&d) = P 0 &, and applying (SI) we get a morphism 
cud: Dd + A with e(Ed) = Pcud. a! :D + AA is a cone with ([de)6 = P 0 ar. It remains to 
show that this is a P-semi-final prolongation of 6. Let y and /3 be as in (SF), that is 
(y, B) E Ob6 and p = &B. With t := &(y, B) we then have (Pt)e = y (and therefore 
(At)a! = J?). Any other s: A + B with (Ps)e = y leads to a morphism 5: (e, A) + (y, 
of 6 and hence to the equation sar”(e, A) = &(y, B) = t. But the morphi 
a := 6 (e, A): A + A fulfils the equations (Pa)e = e and & (Au) = Cz: and hence must 
the identity morphism because of (R). 
iiPA 
iiPDd 
Fig. 5. 
(ii)+(i). We proceed in an analogous way as before. Given 
P 0 D we form the category a, whose objects are P-co-m.0 
there is a cone /3 = &,B: AB 3 D with I = P 0 Cp. WC consi 
prolongation (de)i = P 0 du” with e: X + PA in Q of lthe ca 
f: P 0 fi + d’lx. For every d E ObIT we have an A-cone & : I) -, 
P 0 @, and get a morphism acd: A -) CM with (Pad)e = Ed. Top 
6 is a rigid P-semi-initial-factorization, let(y, B) be in 6. The 
have ey = Pb. (R) is fulfilled because of 2.2(Z). 
3.4. Remarks. (1) To prove the (i)-version of 3.2 we have not u 
and the uniquenefss part of (SI), which follows necessaril 
(2) Because of 3.2 (ii), statement 3.1 (ii) is equiv 
statement about discrete P-co-cones. 
(3) Note that the proof of 3.2 works without 
categories have small horn-cla 
( 
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(4) Lemma 3.2 becomes wrong if one restricts conditions (i), (ii) resp. to small 
cones, co-cones resp. For a counter-example consider the functor A + 1, where 
any complete, co-complete resp. category being not a lattice. 
. Semi-topologir:al 
The generalized uality theorem leads to the following definition: 
n. (I) P: A + X is called semi-topological, iff every P-cone has a rigid 
P-semi-initial ifting. Dual notion: co-semi-topological. 
(2) P is called (properly) topological, iff every P-cone has a (proper) P-initial 
lifting. Dual notion: (properly) co-topological. 
(3) P is called a (proper) fibration, iff every P-morphism has a (praper) P-initial 
lifting. Dual notion: (proper) co-fibration. 
We have as immediate consequences of 3.1: 
.2. Corollary. The following statements are equivalent : 
(i) P is semi-topological. 
(ii) Every (discrete) P-co-cone has a P-semi-final lifting. 
(iii) Every (discrete) P-cone 8 has a P-semi-initial lifting (*) with (e, A) E Epi(P). 
(iv) Every (discrtte) P-cone 6 has a P-semi-initial lifting (*) with (e, A) E Quot(P). 
. Coroliary. 77~ following are equivalent: 
(i) P is (properi),) topological. 
(ii) P is (properly ) co-topological. 
(iii) P is semi-topological and a (proper) fibration. 
(iv) P is co-semi-topological and a (proper) co-fibration. 
roof. It remains to show (iii) + (i): One gets a (proper) P-initial lifting of a P-cone 6 
taking first a P-semi-initial ifting (*) and then a (proper) P-initial lifting of e. 
s (of semi-topological fun rs). (1) All topological functors are semi- 
r instance ti_s underlying s-functor of the categories of topological 
spaces, uniform sp’aces, proximity spaces, limit spaces, nearness paces, measure 
spaces, Dynkin-systems, pre-ordered sets etc. 
ore generally, any ( )-topological functor in the sense of Herrlich [12] 
i-topological. 
(2) All monadic functors over s are semi-topological, for instance the underly- 
s-functor of the categories of semi-groups, monoids, groups, rings, R- 
s, (associative) -(Lie-; Jordan-) algeb 
ore generally, y regular functor in 
topological. 
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From these two groups of examples one gets many new ones applying the following - 
proposition. Moreover, in Sections 6 and 7 we shall give very general categorical 
methods to. construct further examples (cp. 7.8). 
. Any functor P: of the following is semi-topological: 
(a) P is the embedding of an arbitrary full reflective subcategory. 
(b) P is the composition of two semi-topological functors. 
(c) P is the composition 
where Q is topological, J is a full epi-reflective and I a full co-reflective embedding with 
co-reflection map p, such that Q 0 p is an isomorphism. 
Proof. (a) Every P-cone factorizes over a reflection map and every A-cone is 
P-initial, because P is full and faithful. 
(b) Let Q: K + X and R: A+ K be semi-topological with P = Q 0 R and let 
&: AX + P 0 D be a P-cone. Form a Q-semi-initial factorization (Q 0 rc)(Ae) = c with 
a Q-epimorphism e and an R-semi-initial factorization (R 0 a)(Ak) = K with an 
R -epimorphism k. 
(c) Because of (b), a P-cone 5: AX+ P 4 has a Q’ := Q Gsemi-initial 
factorization (Q’ 0 P)(Ae) = 5, where e : X + QB can be chosen as an epimorphism of 
X. Then cy := @(A@) is an A- cone and (P 0 cy) A (QpB)-‘(de) = 5 is a P-semi-initial 
factorization with the P-epimorphism (QpB)-‘e. 
4.6. Remarks, (1) By 4.5 (a), (b) restrictions of topological functors to arbitrary full 
reflective subcategories are semi-topological. In 8.3 we shall show that - vice versa -
every semi-topological functor has a presentation as a full reflective restriction of a 
topological functor. 
(2) It is still an open problem whether or not a monadic functor over an arbitrary 
base-category is semi-topological. A solution of this problem would include a 
solution of the co-completeness problem for monadic functors. This can be seen from 
the following theorem which collects some of the internal lifting properties of 
semi-topological functors. 
.7. 
(1) P is faithful. 
be semi-topological. Then one has: 
et of generators, so has 
Wl Tholen 
oof. (1) cp. 3.2. 
(2) Apply (SF) in case of empty co-cones. 
(3)(4) Cp. 2.4 and1 2.8. 
(5) This follows from (1) and (2). 
Further (external) lifting properties of semi-topological functors are proved in 
WI . 
ocdly orthogonal Q-functors 
In this section we try to get a finer description of the different kinds of P-semi- 
initial factorizations (P 0 &)(Aq) = 5 of a P-cone 6. The duality Theorem 3.1 suggests 
to consider only those factorizations where 4 belongs to a fixed subclass Q c Mar(P). 
For some considerations it is also convenient to fix a subclass MC Cone(A) and to 
In the following we shall always assume that Q(M) is closed under 
composition with A-isomorphisms from the left (right), i.e. for all p: X + PA in Q, all 
isomorphisms i: A -3 B of A and all p : AI3 -) D in M we have (Pi)p in Q and g (Ai) in 
. 
efinition. A locally orthogonal (Q, -factorization of a P-cone 5: AY + 
consists of a P-morphism 4 ; Y + PB in and an A-cone p : AI3 + D in M with 
(P o LcNW = $ 
such that the following “local diagonalization property” holds: 
For all p:X-* PA in all X-morphisms x : X + Y 
CD) 
and all &cones a! : AA + D with (P 0 cu)(Ap) = ((Ax) 
there exists a unique t: A + I3 with (Pt)p = qx and 
p(b) = CY (cp. Fig. 3). 
P: is called a locally orthogonal (Q, M)-functor, iff Q contains the class Iso 
(cp. 2.6) andl every P-cone ad thogonal (Q, M)-factorization. Some- 
times we replace thz prefix if the class M is not specified, i.e. 
The following theorem establishes the connection between semi-topological nd 
locally orthogonal 
. The following assertions are equivalent: 
is semi-topological. 
is a locally orthogond 
(iii) P is a locally orthogonal 
( 1 iv is a locally orthogonal 
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roof. (i) + (ii) follows directly from 2.6,2.9 and 4.2. 
(ii) * (iii) * (iv) is trivial. 
(iv) + (i). Obviously, locally orthogonal -factorizations are rigid. So it remains to 
show that they are also P-semi-initial. Bu is follows directly from (ID) taking for 
an identity morphism which belongs to because of the assumption Iso c 
s. (1) &or(P) is the smallest s class of Mar(P), such that the semi- 
nctor P is a locally 0 
(2) If P is a locally orthogonal onsists of all P-morphisms 
which do not admit a proper locally orthog 
Q = (p : X + PA in Mor (P) 1 If (Pm)q = p is a locally 
orthogonal Q-factorization, then m is an isomorphism}. 
Locally orthogonal Q-functors can be described equivalently by a factorization 
structure of the category A. This gives us an internal characterization of semi- 
topological functors. 
54. Theorem. (1) 1,f P is a locally orthogonal (Q, M)-functor, then we have: 
(a) P is a faithful functor with a left-adjoint F such that the co-unit e : F 0 P + A 
belongs pointwise to 
E :=‘“Q:={~:A+~?~~AI(P~,B)EQ}. 
(b) A is a locally orthogonal (E., M)-category (i.e., the identical functor on A is a 
locally orthogonal (E, iM)-functor). 
(2) If E is a subclass of A such that conditions (a) and (b) hold, then P is a locally 
orthogonal (Q, M)-functor with 
Q := exE := {q:X-+PB in Mar(P) 1 (EB)(Fq) E E}. 
Proof. (1) (a) Let (Pm)q = PEA with m: B + A be a locally orthogonal (Q, M)- 
fbctorization of (PEA, A) with A E 86 A which is, in pauticular, a rigid P-semi-initial 
factorization. Then we have (Pm)q(qPA) = PA, where q is the unit of the adjunc- 
tion, and there is a unique t: A + B with q(qPA) = Pt and mt = A. Because of the 
rigidity it follows that also tm = B. 
(b) If cy : AA + D is an A-cone:, then P 0 ar : APA -) P 0 D is a P-cone which has a 
locally orthogonal (Q, M)-factorization (P 0 p)Aq = P 0 CY. The P-morphism q: PA + 
PB can be lifted to an A-morphism e, : A + B with p (de) = cy and this is the desired 
locally orthogonal (E, M)-factorization. Note that E is closed under composition 
with isomorphisms and contains Iso( 
(2) Q is closed under composition with isomorphisms and contains 
8 belongs pointwise to E. A 
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5.5. Remuks. (1) Because of 5.4 it would be sufficient o consider only (E, M)- 
structures of A, since every Q has an “internalization” ““Q and every E has an 
“Iexternalization ” exE. But this seems to be not very natural, if one thinks of 
examples, and, besides, gives no simplificatiol. of proofs. 
(2) The condition of faithfulness in 5.4(l)(a) can be omitted: cp. 6.4 below. 
At the end of this section we briefly discuss the question under which conditions 
the class M can be chosen as a subclass of 
Mono(A) := (p : AB + D in Cone(A) 1 p is a mono-cone}. 
Kecall that p : AB + D is a mono-cone, iff for all f, g : A + B in A with p (Af) = p (Ag) 
it follows f = g. 
5.6. Proposition. The following two assertions for Q c MU(P) are equivalent: 
(i) a. P is a locally orthogonal Q-functor. 
b. .A has co-equalizers. 
c. Q is closed under composition with extremal epimorphisms of A from the lefi!. 
(ii) P is a locally orthogonal (Q, Mono(A))-functor. 
Proof. (i) =+ (ii). Let (P 0 &(Aq) = 6 be a locally orthogonal Q-factorization and 
assume b (~\fi = ,u(Ag). Then or, has a factorization over the co-equalizer c : B + C 
of f: and g with an A-cone y : AC + D. Because of condition c. we get from (LD) a 
morphism t : C + B with (Ptc)q = q and p(At) = ‘y, hence tc = B and f = g. 
(ii) 3 (i) b. Given f, g: A + B we consider the discrete A-cone of all morphisms 
CL : B + C’i with ci f = Cig, which has a (‘“Q, Mono (A))-factorization m,c = ci, i E I. Then 
c turns out to be a co-equalizer of f and g. Here we use the fact that Q consists of 
P-epimorphisms only; this is shown in Lemma 6.4 below. 
c. Apply 5.3(2). 
6. Characterization and existence theorems 
Generalizing aconstruction of Herrlich [ 121 we associate to every functor P: A -+ 
X and each subclass Q c Mar(P) the following functor Q: K := K~,Q+ X: Objects of 
are the elements of Q, a K-morphism [x, fl: b, A) + (q, B) consists of an X- 
morphism x and an A-morphism f : A + B with qx = (Pf)p (cp. Fig. 6), and Q is the 
obvious projection funct:or. 
To folrmulate our characterization theorem for locally orthogonal Q-functors we 
need the following notations. 
satisfied: 
is called -co-complete, iff the following two conditions are 
Semi-topological functors I 
(a) For every p: X + PAL in andeveryx:X+ Yin there exists a q: Y + PB in 
Q and an f: A -+ B in A such that Fig. 6 is a “semi-P-push-out”, that is qx = (Pf)p, and 
for all P-morphisms y : Y -:, PC and A-morphisms g: A + C with yx = (Pg)p there is 
auniqueh:B+Cwith(Ph)q=yandhf=g. 
PA h 
Pf 
PB 
Fig. 6. 
(b) For each discrete P-wne (qi: Y + PBi ; i E I) with qi in Q for all i E I there exists 
an A-w-cone (ei : Bi + B; i E I) and a q : Y + PB in Q such that Fig. 7 is a “multiple 
P-pudz-out”, that is (Pei)qi = q for all i E I, and for each A-co-cone (gi: Bi + C; i E I) 
and all P-morphisms y : Y + PC with (Pgi)qi = y there is a unique g: B + C with 
gei = gi for all (i E I and (Pg)q = y. 
Y 
PB i + PB Pe 
Fig. 7. 
6.2. Remarks. (1) Ef P is semi-topological, the semi-P-push-outs and multiple 
P-push-outs can be constructed from ordinary push-outs of X. If one hasp and AC like 
in Fig. 6, at first form a push-out (p’, x’) in X and1 then take a P-semi-final 
prolongation of the P-co-morphism x’ : PA + Y. Analogously, given P-morphisms qi 
like in Fig. 7, form a co-intersection i X and take a P-semi-final prolongation of the 
arisen P-co-cone. 
(2) Let p:X + PA be in Mgr(P) and define a discrete P-cone (pi:X + PAi; i E I) 
with I := Mar(A) by pi := p and Ai :=:: A for all i E I. Then a multiple P-push-out of 
(pi: X + PAi; i E I) exists if and only ii p: X + PA is a P-epimorphism. The "only if" 
part is trivial. Let ei: lai + B and q : X + kB form a multiple P-push-out and assume 
(P&J = (Pb)p with two different morphisms u, b: A + C. The class 
K:= (g:B+ClgeiE(a, b}foralli~I} 
is not empty. Hence there is a surjection a: . For 
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one gets a mo~hism g with gei = gi for all i E I and a j E I with n(j) = g, Because of 
u( j)ej = a * a( j)ej = bj 
this is impossible. 
(i) P is a lucalZy orthogonal Q-functor. 
(ii) Q: KP.Q + X is property tupul~gicaz. 
(iii) Q: Kp,Q 4C is a proper fibration and co-fibration aazd its fibres are large 
c~rn~~ete la t&es. 
(iv) P is Q-co-complete. 
Proof. (i) --s (ii). Let R : K+ A be the second projection functor. We have a natural 
transformation u: Q +P 0 R with a@, A) = p for all (p, A) in Q. Now, let 6: AX + 
Q 0 D be a Q-cone. Then the P-cone (c * D)& AX + P 0 R 0 D has a locally ortho- 
gonal Q-factorization 
5 and p form a K-cone A (p, A) + R which Q-lifts & 
5 
+ QoD 
APA + PROD 
Pall 
Fig. 8. 
So it remains to show, that the K-cone given by Fig. 8 is Q-initial. But this can easily 
be checked by using (LD). 
{ii) + (iii) is well-known and proved straightforward for every topological functor. 
(iii) =$ (iv), The meaning of 6.1 (a) is just that Q is a proper co-fibration. Now let 
qi: Y + PBi be given as in 6.1 (b) and form its direct sum in Q-l Y. Then we have the 
situation of Fig. 7 and it is still to be shown that this is a multiple P-push-out. Let 
g&+Candy: Y~PC~Q(P~,C)beasin6.~(b).~eree~ist~~:Y~P~~inQ 
and f: B’-* C in A such that [y, fl : (q’, B’) + (PC, Cc) is a Q-initial morphism of K. 
Hence there are uniquely determined morphisms hi :Bi 3 B’ with Ph~qi = Q’ and 
. NOW in Q-” Y we have (46 Bi)S(q’, B’), hence (q, B) 
red morphism g: B + C with gei = gi, i E 
(iv) * @). Given a P-cone we c~nsi~~~ all P-mo~hisms qi : Y + Eli 
SW% that there is an Bi + D with (P 0 p 2 ,‘I[ dlqi) = @. We form a multiple 
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P-push-out (Pei)qi = q in Q and get a unique -cone p : AB + D with p (Bei) = pip 
i E I, and (P 0 p)(Aq) = 6. Now we consider the commutative square of Fig. 3, form a 
semi-P-push-out p’x = (Pf)p with p’: Y + PC in and get a unique -cone 
CY’ : AC + D with d(Afl = Q and (P 0 n’)Ap’ = 6. Hence there must be an index i with 
p’ = qi. The morphism t := eif is a suitable diagsnai since p is P-epimorphic because 
of 6.2(2). 
6.4. Corollary. If P is a locally orthogonal Q-functor, then Q c Epi(P). If A is a 
locally orthogonal E-category, then Ei: c Epi(A). 
Hence in the following we can renstrict 
phisms and E of A-epimorphisms. 
ourselves to subclasses Q of P-epimor- 
6.5. Cco~oll~ry. Let E contain all isomorphisms of A. 
(1) The following assertions are eqrlrivalent : 
(i) A is a locally orthogonal E-category 
(ii) A is E-co-complete, i.e. a p&t-out of an E-morphism exists and bek’ongs to E 
and arbitrary co-intersections of E-morphisms exist and belong to E. 
(2) The following two assertions are equivalent: 
<i) A is a locally orthogonal (E, Mono(A))-category. 
(ii) (a) A is E-co-complete. 
(b) A has co-equalizers. 
(c) E is closed under composition with extremal epimorphisms from the left. 
Connecting 6.5 with 5.4 leads to the following existence theorem for locally 
orthogonal Q-functors. 
6.6. Theorem. Let E contain all isomorphisms of A. If A is E-co-complete and 
P: A -, X is a functor with a left adjoint such that the co-unit belongs pointwise to E, 
then P is a locally art hogonal ex E-ftrnctor. I, moreover, A has cob ;uali;zers and if IE is 
closed under cornposition with extremal epimorphisms from the left, then P is a locally 
orthogonal (“E, Mlgno(A))-functor. 
6.7* Corollary. Let E consist of all (regular; extremal) epimorphisms of A and let A 
be (small) co-complete and E-co-well-powered. Let P have a left ydjoint such that th 
co-unit belongs pointwise to E. rrCten P is a locally orthogor.? YXE-functor, in 
particular, P is semi-topological. 
Note that the co-units5 ofa faithful right adjoint functor are n~~~ar~~y 
IHence we get from 4.7 and 6.7: 
Let X be co-complete 
; if snd only if P is 
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hogonai nctors 
In [33] we have considered the following Galois-correspondence b tween sub- 
classes ), which are closed under composition with 
isomor the left (sight). 
‘(P) I= W, P, D) E con4 >I(P,A)I(B,~,D)forall(p,A)E 
‘(P) := {(p, A) E Mar(P) I (p, 4 LB, P, D) for all (B, P, D) E 
where (p, A) 1. (B, p, D) means that for all P-morphisms u :X + PB and all A-cones 
a:AA+D with (P~)(Ap)=(Po&(du) there is a unique t:A+B with (Pt)p=u 
and F(At) = CL 
AX b 
I 
/ 
/ 
Au At / / 
J 
APB b 
Fig. 9. 
7. efinition. P: A + X is called an orthogonal Q-functor, iff Q contains Iso 
and every P-cone 6: A Y + P 0 D admits a factorization 
with q: Y+PB in andg:dB+D in 
.2. . we have ML(P) = Q and M consists of P-initial 
cones only. Hence an orthogonal Q-functor is an orthogonal M-functor in the sense 
of [32]. Vice ver y orthogonal M-functor in the sense of [32] is an orthogonal 
-functor with ‘(P). In this case we also speak of an orthogonal (Q, M)- 
f unctor. 
Clearly every orthogonal -functor is a locally orthogonal -functor. We try to 
prove some sort of converse proposition and consider at first the internal case. 
e following conditions are equivalent. 
-category. 
( 1 ii is a locally orthogonal is closed under composition. 
(i) + (ii) is clear because of 
(ii) 3 (i). It suffices to show that a 
an is already orthogonal, i.e. 
Semi-topological functors I 
again a locally orthogonal -factorization fi = v(Ap). Because of pe E 
one gets a t with tpe = e. Since ) (cp. 6.4) p must be an isomorphism and 
Er. p) is already an orthogo orization, i.e. p = v E 
. Let be a locally orthogonal be closed under 
composition and let P have a left adjointfunctor such that the co-unit belongs pointwise 
Then P is an orthogonal eXE-functor. 
Proof. Because of 7.3 
analogously to 5.4. 
ogonal E-category. The rest can be shown 
Via 7.4 one immediately gets existence theorems for orthogonal exE-functors 
from those for locally orthogonal exE-functors (cp. 6.6). Here we prove another 
existence theorem which generalizes the procedure described in 2.3(2) in case of 
groups (cp. also [32, Lemma 3.41). 
7.5. Theorem. Let A be complete, well-powered and co-well-powered and let P be 
faithfur and right-adjoint. Then there exists a class Q c Epi(P) such that P is an 
orthogonal Q-functor with Ql(P) c Mono(A). 
Proof. 6: AX + P 0 D induces an A-cone ar : AFX + D and it suffices to sho\Jy that cy 
admits a factorization a! = (P 0 p)(Ae), where p belongs to the class M of all P-initial 
mono-cones of A and e : FX + A is an epimorphism in ML(A). Because pull-backs 
and intersections of M’s are in M and M contains all equalizers this can be shown at 
first for morphisms using the usual factorization technique of Isbell-Kennison- 
Herrlich. Then small cones cy are regarded as morphisms a : FX + nd Dd. Finally in 
the arbitrary case one has to factorize at first all cud = mded and then to take a 
representative small cone (ei, i E I c D) which can be factorized as described above. 
7.6. Remark. Note that we have used only that A is co-well-powered with respect to 
the class MI(A). On the other hand one can weaken the assumption of well- 
poweredness taking for M the class (Epi(A))I(A) n Init instead of MOW( 
Init( where Init denotes the class of P-initial cones. Then one only uses 
well-poweredness with respect o extremal monomorphisms. So an analysis of the 
proof of 7.5 yields, in case P = A, the following consequence of 6.5: 
be complete and extremally well-powered and co-well-powered 
nd extremally co-well-powered). Then has co-equalizers, push-outs 
of (extremal) epimorphisms and co-intersections of (extremal) epimorphisms. 
-functors). (I) 11 examples of se 
.4 are already orthogonal -functors (for a ct;rtai 
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(2) Let be a well-bounded category with a generator G in the sense of 
Wischnewsky [39] (i.e. A fulfils the conditions of the “Continuous Functor 
Theorem” of Freyd and Kelly [7]). Then 
is an orthogonal -functor because of 7.4 (cp. also [33, Theorem (22)]). In particular, 
every locally presentable category in the sense of Gabriel and Ulmer [S] is the 
semi-topological functor over some power of 
be one of the categories of pointed metric spat h metric-decreasing 
maps, of normed vector spaces or of Banach spaces with norm decreasing linear 
maps. The “unit-ball functor” 
0: + Ens 
is an orthogonal exE-functor where E contains the surjective morphisms of K. 
(4) The category Cat of small categories i a locally orthogonal E-category where 
is the class of all regular epimorphisms (cp. 6.6) but not an orthogonal E-category 
because E is not closed under composition. 
8. Topological complletion 
In this section we derive some important consequences from the characterization 
Theorem 6.3. As an immediate corollary we get Wyler’s self-dual description of 
topological functors [40]: 
. P is topological if and only if P is a fibration and co-fibration and all 
fibres are large complete lattices. 
oof. Apply 6.3 in case = Iso( Then Q coincides with P up to an equivalence. 
For arbitrary P and with Iso(P)cQ one has a full reflective embezdding 
E: pQ with Q 0 E = P, i.e. EA = (PA, A) for all A E A. The reflector is just the 
second projection functor R : The reflection morphism p 
f~lfils the equation Q 0 p = g (cp. 6.3 (i) =$ (ii)). Wence we have proved: 
Every locally orthogona!’ admits a factoriza- 
uch that the following hold: 
is properly topological. 
is a full reflective embedding with reflection map p, such that 
ecause of 5.2 an 
logical f unctors. 
.5 we get fro 8.2 a representation theorem for 
Semi-topological functors I 71 
P is semi-topological if and only if P is a full reflective restriction of a 
topological functor. 
s. (1) Full reflective embeddings are monadic. Hence every semi- 
topological functor admits a factorization over an “algebraic” and a topological one. 
So Hong’s [ 193 notion of a “topologically algebraic” functor - which, in parti- 
cular, is semi-topological - gets an additional justification by 8.3. 
(2) In [35] it is shown that the factorization “full reflective mbedding-topological 
functor” is a canonical one in the sense of Isbell’s diagonalization property. This 
property still holds if “topological functor” is replaced by “fibration” anId leads to an 
external characterization of topologica! functors and fibrations. 
(3) Combining 8.3 with 6.6 or 6.8 yields the main result of [17]. 
9. Algebraic completion 
In 8.3 we have represented any semi-topological functor as a compbosition f a 
monadic one followed by a topological one. Now we try to get a factoriz,ation over a 
topological one followed by a monadic one. 
9.1. Lemma. Let P: A + X be a locally orthogonal Q-functor and let K : A -9 XT be the 
comparison functor into the Eilenbcrg-Moore-category of P (T is the induced monad ). 
Then K is a locally orthogonal QT-functor with Q’ = ((q, B) E Mar(K) 1 (q, B) E 
Proof. Every K-cone c: A (Y, y) + K 0 D admits a locally orthogonal Q-factoriza- 
tion (P 0 p)(Aq) = 5 of its underlying P-cone 6: A Y + P 0 D. It suffices to show that 
q : Y + PB induces an XT-morphism q : (Y, y)+ KB = (PB, P&B). &cause of 
there exists an e: FY + B with Pe = qy. Hence we have q = (Pe)(TY) and then 
e = (eB)(Fq) and qy = (P&B)(PFq). 
9.2. Theorem. Let X be an orthogonal (E, &&category. Consider the following two 
assertions for P : A + X: . 
(i) There exists a pair (EP, MP) such that 
(a) A is an orthogonal (EP, 
(b) PEp c E, PMp c M. 
(c) P has a left adjoint such that the co-unit belongs pointwise to EP. 
rization P = U 0 Q 0 E such that 
is monadic and the induced monad functor preserves 
is (properly) topological. 
tive embedding with reflection map p such that 
Then (i) =+ (ii) while (ii) =+ (i) in case 
Proof. (i) + (ii). Take U to be the underlying functor of the Eilenberg-Moore- 
category of P P is a locally orthogonal Q-functor with Q = eXEp (cp. 5.4). Let 
K = E 0 Q be the factorization 8.2. U 0 Q 0 p belongs pointwise to E. In the proof of 
9.1,eisinEpandPe=qy E; hence q E E because of y E Epi ). It remains to show 
that T = P 0 F preserves ‘s. If Fe = mp is an orthogonal (EP, )-factorization 
with e :X + Y in E, then there is a unique s with se = (pP)(qX) and (Ptn)s = qY. 
Furthermore one has a morphism t with (P$)(qY) =s which turns out to be the 
inverse of m. Hence Fe E Ep and Te E E. 
(ii) + (i). The (E, M)-factorization structure of X can be lifted in three steps along 
U, Q and E: First U lifts (E, M) to (Eu, Mu) := (V’E, U-IN) because of TE c E. 
Note that Mu consists of U-initial cones only because of MC Mono(X). Q lifts 
(Eu, Mu) to (E’, M’) where E’ := Q-‘EU and M’ consists of all Q-initial cones of 
Q-‘MU. Finally E lifts (E’, M’) to (Ep, MP) := (E-‘E’, E-‘M’) because the reflection 
map belongs pointwise to E’. The co-unit of P belongs pointwise to EP because MP 
consists of P-initial cones only. 
9.3. Remark. If X is an orthogonal (E, M)-category, the comparison functor 
K: A-, Y = XT is (Eu, M&topological in the sense of Herrlich [12], because 
MU-cones have K-initial liftings. (In the proof 9.1 take &o be in Mu; then q belongs 
to E n M = &-o(X).) So under the hypothesis 9.2 (i) we have constructed afactoriza- 
tion of P over a relatively topological functor followed by a monadic one. This is the 
typical representation of an underlying Ens-functor of a category of topological 
algebras. 
Note added in proof 
(1) Problem 4.6(2) is solved by J. Adamek (Bull. Austral. Math. Sot. 17 (1977) 
433-450). 
(2) The relationship between semi-topological functors, topologically algebraic 
functors, and orthogonal Q-functors is independently investigated in forthcoming 
papers by R. Borger and the author (Cahiers Topologie Gebm, Differentielle) and by 
H. Herrlich, R. Nakagawa, G. E. Strecker, and T. Titcomb (Canad. J. Math.). 
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